WINDOWS

A world of living perfection

DOORS

Seriji TREND, MODERN
doors - vertical section

with aluminium clads
thickness of wood

68 mm

WOOD PROFILES
Wood frame and leaf profiles with a thickness of 68 mm. The profiles are three
layers of wood joined together using waterresistant D4 adhesive according to
the EN 204 and EN 14257 standards

1 DOOR LEAVES
The thickness of the standard door leaves is 68 mm. The surface of the leaves is
coated with veneered plywood panel for glazes or mdf panel for opaque
colours.

3

WOOD
You can choose from the following species of wood: spruce, pine, larch, oak
and meranti.
HARDWARE
Quality three-dimensional adjustable standard Baka PROTECT 4010 3D FD
hinges. 3 or 5-point locking of the leaf. Various options for opening: outside
opening, a fingerprint system, electrical opening etc.

2 INSULATING TRESHOLD type BKV 40 TB.
3 PERMANENT ELASTIC SEALS
Series-mounted highly elastic seals with soft cores and guard backs andsmooth
surface, resistant to dirt.

4 SEALANT
The colour of the sealant matches the colour of the product surface.
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4

5 GLAZING
You can choose from a variety of thermal and acoustic insulated and safety glass.
A wide selection of ornaments and vitrages according to your wishes.
Finishing the glass with various foils, glass accessories, sandblasting etc.

6 ALUMINIUM SURFACES
A powder-coated aluminum clads are environmentally friendly and provides
excellent quality and durability of coloured surfaces.
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WINDOWS

A world of living perfection

DOORS

Serija DELUXE
doors - vertical section

with aluminium clads
thickness of wood

68 mm

WOOD PROFILES
Wood frame and leaf profiles with a thickness of 68 mm. The profiles are three
layers of wood joined together using waterresistant D4 adhesive according to
the EN 204 and EN 14257 standards

1 DOOR LEAVES
The thickness of the standard door leaves is 68 mm. The surface of the leaves is
coated with veneered plywood panel for glazes or mdf panel for opaque
colours.

3

WOOD
You can choose from the following species of wood: spruce, pine, larch, oak
and meranti.
HARDWARE
Quality three-dimensional adjustable standard Baka PROTECT 4010 3D FD
hinges. 3 or 5-point locking of the leaf. Various options for opening: outside
opening, a fingerprint system, electrical opening etc.

2 INSULATING TRESHOLD type BKV 40 TB.
3 PERMANENT ELASTIC SEALS
Series-mounted highly elastic seals with soft cores and guard backs andsmooth
surface, resistant to dirt.

4 SEALANT
The colour of the sealant matches the colour of the product surface.
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5 GLAZING
You can choose from a variety of thermal and acoustic insulated and safety glass.
A wide selection of ornaments and vitrages according to your wishes.
Finishing the glass with various foils, glass accessories, sandblasting etc.

6 ALUMINIUM SURFACES
A powder-coated aluminum clads are environmentally friendly and provides
excellent quality and durability of coloured surfaces.
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